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01.

Foreward
The National Fire Chiefs Council (NFCC)
came into effect on 1 April 2017. This new
professional body not only gives UK fire
and rescue services a prime opportunity to

NFCC’s strategy is intended to provide a set of strong, concise strategic commitments
which form the basis of the Council’s engagement with stakeholders. These will in turn
guide the objectives for the Central Programme Office (CPO) and committee work
plans. The strategy supports continued transformation across UK fire and rescue
services, benefitting both communities and employees by delivering efficient, effective
and innovative services.
Emergency response remains the foundation of services. However the public’s trust in
fire and rescue services allows them to deliver wide-ranging community engagement
activities that will save and improve lives. These activities remain aligned to the risks
associated with the work of fire and rescue services which they carry out under various
pieces of legistlation, frameworks, regulations and guidance.
Fire and rescue services should base their activities on evidence-based risk
assessments. These should balance public expectation and needs and will be
delivered by a diverse workforce with effective leadership. Well-developed and
consistently applied community risk assessments ensure fire and rescue services can
make the greatest impact to reduce risk and vulnerability in their communities.

develop and deliver change to transform
the service from the bottom up, but has
also produced a set of bold and ambitious
strategic commitments for individual fire
and rescue services to adopt and adapt to
the needs of their communities.

Phil Loach

NFCC Vice Chair
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Roy Wilsher
NFCC Chair

Huw Jakeway
NFCC Vice Chair

02.

Introduction
Fire and rescue services throughout the UK have
undergone a significant period of change which has
presented real challenges to the sector. The drivers
for change, either in individual or across multiple
services, include;
Financial constraints
Sector reviews
Government department changes
Workforce reform
Adapting to evolving service delivery models
inspections & standards in England, and
new employer and governance arrangements.
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The National Fire Chiefs Council strategy is aligned to the national opportunities,
risks and issues facing UK fire and rescue services and is focused on a professional
approach with a commitment to collaboration and added value.
Past changes have also presented opportunities along with challenges for the sector,
requiring a collaborative approach that offers both sector-led and cross-sector
solutions. There is an increased emphasis on collaboration and partnerships across
blue light services, with collaborative models benefiting all UK fire and rescue services
in delivering public safety and prosperity. In addition, working with partners other than
just the blue light services is an important part of delivering NFCC’s strategy.
The three-year strategy will be reviewed based on the pace of change. It will
accommodate an annual delivery plan, recognising that activities may span more than
one year. Due to the environment in which the fire and rescue service operates, it is
unlikely that the strategic direction will remain unchanged beyond the first three years.
Regular reviews of external impacts and horizon scanning will ensure the strategy
remains valid and relevant.
The strategy is made up of five commitments. These commitments guide, focus and
enable delivery of services in an effective way. They will allow flexibility to deliver the
strategy at a local level, based on the most appropriate means determined by each fire
and rescue service. This allows NFCC’s to translate these strategic commitments into
action, prioritising the areas that add visible value across UK fire and rescue services
as a whole which will benefit the communities we serve through reducing risk and
vulnerability.
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03.

Vice Chair

National Fire Chiefs
Council Structure

NFCC Chair

Vice Chair
Steering
Group

The following sections set out the structure and
principles to assist and support delivery of the NFCC
strategy.

Committees
Finance

The National Fire Chiefs Council is a committee of

Protection & Business Safety

The Chief Fire Officers Association (CFOA) which is a

Prevention

registered charity and company. CFOA is responsible
for the financial administration of the charity including

Fire & Rescue
Services
(Professional
Partners)

any costs arising from NFCC’s Annual Plan and
administrative / governance support. Every public

International
Sector Resources

UK fire and rescue service pays a Professional

Sector Improvement
& Assurance

Partnership fee to CFOA which is determined by

Operations

NFCC’s requirements (Annual Plan, support, etc.)

Workforce

and the operating costs of the charity.
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03.1.

The Committees will work within their remit to:
Support the development of NFCC’s annual plan.
Deliver the agreed priorities and projects of the annual plan.
Develop professional expertise and guidance.
Provide advice and speak on behalf of fire and rescue services in the specialist
areas within the remit of the Committee.
Share good practice, evaluation and learning between fire and rescue services
and appropriate partners to encourage the adoption of new and innovative 		
schemes that deliver positive outcomes for communities.

Committees

Engage and influence key stakeholders.
Collaborate to deliver beneficial outcomes where appropriate.

The Committees have been established by NFCC.
They will lead and direct work nationally, on behalf of
NFCC in accordance with the objectives and actions
identified in the annual plan. In developing priorities
and policies, committees consider the different
governance, legislative and organisational aspects
affecting UK fire and rescue services.
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04.

National Fire Chiefs
Council Principles

The NFCC’s Operating Principles (Effective from 1st April 2017) are published on the
NFCC website however key areas have been included on the following page.
4.1

Decision-making

NFCC agrees guidance and policies (developed via its Committees), promotes best
practice, provides coordinated support, provides advice for governments and other
stakeholders and is the professional voice of UK fire and rescue services.
The expectation is that NFCC recommendations will have been properly researched
with the matter appropriately debated and considered. A range of different views will
have been heard and a decision taken through an appropriate representative route. On
that basis, the expectation is that decisions will be adopted and followed by fire and
rescue service senior leaders and applied in their services.
4.2

Communications

The NFCC Operating Principles provide the governance

Communications within NFCC is important for stakeholders to have and maintain a

framework for the NFCC and are intended to ensure that:

current knowledge of changes, issues and concerns.

NFCC is effective in providing coordinated leadership
across the UK

4.3

Commitment of Chief Fire Officers and other senior leaders

The views of the fire and rescue services represented are
appropriately considered

Resources to NFCC are provided by the Chief Fire Officers’ Association (CFOA) or

NFCC’s Chair and others working on behalf of NFCC 		

other third parties. Chief Fire Officers are expected to provide NFCC and third parties

are supported, including when they are representing and
providing advice on behalf of NFCC
The priorities in the agreed annual plan are achieved
The advice and views expressed on behalf of NFCC are
authorised and supported
Decision-making and accountability at a local level is not
compromised
The roles and responsibilities of elected politicians are
respected
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with a reasonable level of assistance in accordance with the strategy.
4.4

Accountability, direction and control of the National Fire Chiefs Council

Chair
The fire and rescue services’ representatives agree that the NFCC Chair shall be
responsible for the matters set out in the job description. The NFCC Chair is specifically
empowered to speak on behalf of NFCC.
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Assessing Community Risk
Workforce
Collaboration and Efficiency
Governance

Efficiiency and Collaboration

Digital

}} Work with FRS and partners to develop, coordinate and implement national prevention campaigns such as the
UK Drowning Prevention Strategy and road safety campaigns
}} Work with education providers, organisations and young people to raise awareness of the risk of 			
harm to improve safety and citizenship of young people
}} Work to increase collaboration with partners in order to reduce risk to vulnerable people
}} Advise and support the outcomes from the Hackitt Review including any review of relevant British Standards
}} Develop a tool for measuring operational effectiveness
}} Work with the FRS to develop and assure the MTFA capability

Digital

The NFCC has five strategic commitments:

}} Develop an evidence-based toolkit of choice for assessing fire and rescue related risk and vulnerability through
the Community Risk Programme

Workforce
Reform

Commitments

In 2018/19 the Council will:

Assessing Community Risk

05.
Strategic

Each commitment and the underlying priorities are detailed in section five but also
summarised below.

}} Work with the FRSs to unify Fire and Rescue Services in their approach to understanding and utilising, open
data
}} Develop a digital strategy aligned to the business objectives and needs of the sector

}} Work with the FRS to utilise the opportunities available from apprenticeships
}} Develop and embed the leadership framework
}} Support the development of the community safety role of a firefighter through broadening the role

}} Respond to the Fire Funding Formula Review and develop a UK-wide evidence base for fire cost drivers
}} Represent the FRS in submissions to any Government Spending Reviews for fire
}} Improve the FRS collaborative procurement practices
}} Transition the national research and development function to business as usual supporting NFCC’s 		
strategy and plan
}} Engage with the widest range of partners through collaboration, initially through the Emergency Collaboration
Working Group

}} Support the development of Professional Standards
Governance

}} Develop and support our approach to sector improvement and inspection
}} Support the sector following the Grenfell Tower public inquiry
}} Work with the FRS to improve Business Continuity
}} Move to business as usual for NFCC hubs

4
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05.1
Assessing

A clear definition of risk would allow communities to hold the performance of their
fire and rescue service to account. However, it is currently difficult to benchmark
and compare performance between fire and rescue services given their different
approaches to risk management. Working with fire and rescue services to ensure that
community risk assessments align to a national definition of risk will allow a consistent
risk-based approach to community risk management planning and enable fire and
rescue services to focus resources on activities where they will have the greatest
impact on reducing risk and vulnerability.

Community Risk
The national fire and rescue framework set
expectations for fire and rescue services to identify
and assess the full range of foreseeable related risks
their area may face. There is however, currently no
single UK-wide methodology to assess risk and
reduce harm in communities.

4
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To achieve this commitment the NFCC will:

Work to increase collaboration with partners in order to reduce risk to vulnerable
people

Develop an evidence-based toolkit of choice for assessing Fire and Rescue
related risk and vulnerability throuh the Community Risk Programme

We will work with FRS and partners to ensure the public’s safety within the home and
will specifically focus on electrical and gas safety, technology, consistent messaging

We recognise that local service delivery will be in partnership with public, private and

and arson/wilful Fire Raising. Working with Strategic Health Group to support Safe and

volunteer services to meet the needs of both local communities and achieve national

Well visits. We will drive and develop technological solutions to address risks within

benefits and seek to support the FRS by producing a comprehensive, evidence-

the home. We will provide the FRS support and data to the Department for Business,

based and accredited risk analysis toolkit that is used by the FRS to inform their risk

Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) Product Recall and Safety Working Group as well

management planning. This priority will be supported by the CPO.

as the British Standard Institute’s (BSI) Publically Available Standard (PAS) for product

Work with the FRS and partners to develop, coordinate and implement
national prevention campaigns such as the UK Drowning Prevention Strategy
and road safety campaigns
We will work with the Home Office to support the government-funded national
campaign. We will seek to increase consistency of key messages through coordination
of national campaigns, maximising partnership opportunities, encourage sharing
of best practice and the creation of guides and templates where appropriate. Key
prevention campaigns for 2018-19 are the UK Drowning Prevention Strategy and road
safety campaigns.
Work with education providers, youth sector organisation and young people
to raise awareness of the risk of harm to improve safety and citizenship of
young people
We will ensure FRS safeguarding procedures are robust and create a peer support
approach to Safeguarding Compliance and assurance. We will establish a national
educational website for all blue light responders and strengthen the relationship
between the Prince’s Trust and FRS. We will develop an accredited Firesetter training
package and provide the infrastructure and coordination of the National Fire Cadet
Model.
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recalls. We will continue to support the strategic objectives of the Arson Prevention
Forum.
Advise and support on the outcomes from the Hackitt Review, including the
review of Protection and Business Safety related British Standards
We will continue to inform and advise the Hackitt Review to ensure that the views
of the UK FRS properly inform the findings and recommendations. We will lead and
support the workstreams and actions that arise from the review, through the various
forums and bodies that form, this will include the on-going review of appropriate British
Standards.
Work with FRS to ensure delivery of the Maurauding Terrorist Firearms Attack
(MTFA) uplift
We will seek to formalise governance structures in support of MTFA capability
management and development as well as develop and conduct MTFA assurance of
hosting FRS to ensure appropriate resilience and resourcing in accordance with MTFA
associated doctrine and National Risk Assessment requirements. We will support
Office of Security Counter-Terrorism (OSCT) via provision of a trained cadre of National
Interagency Liaison Officers (NILOs).
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05.2

Digital

NFCC wants to encourage and assist fire and rescue services to make the sector more
effective and efficient by:
Maximising the added value of digital solutions.
Using information technology to support collaboration, and to share innovatively
and effectively.
Using data across fire and rescue services and partners to support service
delivery.
To achieve this commitment NFCC will:
Work to unify fire and rescue services in their approach to understanding, and
utilising, open data

Technology has advanced significantly over the last
decade and can now act as an enabler, not only
speeding up business processes but also generating
intelligence through analysis that allows evidencebased decisions to be made.
NFCC wants to create a culture and environment
where data can be collected to add value to the
activities of the sector and partners, while allowing
outcomes to be properly evaluated against
objectives.

4
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We recognise that the challenge is not to increase the volume of available intelligence
and data but to make better use of existing data. By taking this approach of sharing
within the UK’s FRS and across the public services environment we strive to minimise
the effort of data collection and create capacity amongst our analyst community to
maximise benefit from intelligence analysis.
Develop a digital strategy aligned to the business objectives and needs of the
sector
NFCC wants to create a culture and environment where data can be collected to
add value to the activities of the sector and partners, whilst allowing outcomes to be
properly evaluated against objectives. This priority will be supported by CPO.
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05.3

Workforce Reform

To achieve this commitment NFCC will:
Work with the FRS to utilise the opportunities available from apprenticeships
Apprenticeship can include new starts and existing staff and we will be exploring a
progression pathway which can follow the varying levels of an apprenticeship from
3 – 7. We will support the FRSs by working with the Home Office to establish four
different apprenticeship frameworks.
Develop and embed the Leadership framework
Developing the right leaders to ensure continuous improvement and the ability to
lead across boundaries is essential for the progression of the sector. Our aim is to
strengthen leadership and line management to support organisational change and
improved community outcomes.

Traditional perceptions of a firefighter have acted as a barrier to
attracting applicants from diverse backgrounds. This has led to a

Support the development of the community safety role of a firefighter through

limited range of skill sets, experience and behaviours with which

broadening the role

to deliver change. Retention and promotion that ensures diversity
at every level of fire and rescue services is important in enabling
critical thinking, effective judgement and better decision-making.

We will support to the work of the National Joint Council (NJC) trials where appropriate
and develop a NFCC position on broadening the role of a firefighter.

NFCC leads the fire and rescue sector as it continues to build a
representative workforce with the appropriate skills, experience
and leadership qualities to deliver a range of services to the
community, that embraces change and delivers activities to
reduce harm and make communities safer and healthier.
The role of employees within the UK fire and rescue service can
be demanding both physically and mentally at times. This is taken
seriously by each fire and rescue service which recognise that
the health and wellbeing of employees is key to delivering the
objectives and priorities laid out within the strategy.

4
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05.4

Collaboration
and Efficiency
Budget reductions within the sector have
emphasised the importance of robust financial
planning, without which a balanced budget is difficult

NFCC’s will work with partners to deliver multi-year budget settlements, collaboration
and transformational funding, giving fire and rescue services the opportunity to plan for
the future and supporting the delivery of sustainable transformation and reform.
To achieve this commitment NFCC will:
Respond to the Fire Funding Formula Review and develop a UK-wide evidence
base for fire cost drivers
The Finance Committee will work with central government to review the English
funding formula for Fire, and develop a better understanding of the cost drivers for

to achieve.

fire.  In addition, we will complete a survey of the whole of the UK’s FRS to develop an

Public sector reform and change often requires

evidence base for better fire funding across the whole of the UK.

improved data set in support of responding to consultations and developing a stronger

funding as a catalyst and enabler. With limited
funding for change available to fire and rescue

Represent the FRS in submissions to any Government Spending Reviews for Fire

services, reforming services takes longer, resulting
in reduced benefits. Innovative solutions require

The Finance Committee will develop an annual response to spending reviews, enabling

front-loaded financial commitment to enable

NFCC to be proactive in influencing future fire funding.  In 2018 this will focus on the

implementation and added value.

4

English FRS.
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The Finance Committee will develop an annual response to spending reviews, enabling

A national coordinated approach is being taken through the ESCWG and NFCC is a

the NFCC to be proactive in influencing future fire funding.  In 2018 this will focus

key player in this group. There are some key workstreams of collaboration being taken

on the English FRS Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR), however we will also

between NFCC and the National Police Chiefs Council (NPCC).

develop our position within the devolved administrations to ensure appropriate support
is available as needed.
Improve FRS collaborative procurement practices
NFCC is implementing a package of reforms in the commercial operation of the sector
under the umbrella of the ‘Fire Commercial Transformation Programme’ and this is
focussed through the six established workstreams.
Transition the national Research and Development function to business as
usual
NFCC’s R&D function (UKR&D) is a central element in our intent for reform and
in supporting future sector improvement. This proactive national initiative will be
embedded as a core national function to identify opportunities to develop knowledge,
understanding and capabilities on a national scale, collaborating across FRSs and with
other partners. By working collectively we will make best use of our knowledge and
resources as we invest in strategic research and development for the long term benefit
of the communities we serve. The research will be linked through the CPO to the
NFCC strategy and also the development of professional and organisational standards.
Engage with the widest range of partners through collaboration, initially through
the Emergency Services Collaboration Working Group (ESCWG)
Collaboration has been a key part of the FRS for a period of time and the duty to
collaborate under the Police and Crime Act 2017 places an additional requirement on
us.
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05.5

Governance
Local government in the UK has been undergoing
significant changes, including fire service governance,
with legislation and local authority reform presenting
opportunities for fire and rescue services.

To achieve this commitment NFCC will:
Support the development of the Professional Standards
We will work with the FRSs and partners to create a process which engages the sector
whilst providing independence from it at the point of adoption. Standards will provide
the basis upon which inspections can assess the comparative quality of service
provision to the communities we serve.
Develop and support our approach to sector improvement and inspection
We will work with Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue
Services (HMICFRS) to support the development of the new inspection regime across
the FRS and with the Local Government Association (LGA) to develop the peer
support methodology into a sector support arrangement that complements the new
inspectorate. Our aim is that the new inspection regime and the sector support will
work hand-in-hand to support sector improvement across the whole of the UK, whilst
avoiding duplication and additional burdens.

NFCC will work to maintain a professional fire and
rescue service that maintains and improves services
to the community. Locally chosen governance models
should therefore maintain service delivery and enable
improvement along with collaboration opportunities.
NFCC wants to provide professional advice to, and
work with, existing and emerging governance models
for fire and rescue services, giving expert opinion of
the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and risks of
these models and how they can support the delivery
of services to local communities.
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Support the sector through and following the Grenfell Tower public inquiry
We will support the UK FRS through the public inquiry providing whatever is necessary
to ensure that the full extent of the role of the fire service is appropriately represented.
We will ensure that NFCC plays a central role in the full extent of the learning for the
FRS sector from the inquiry into the fire, and all of its wider circumstances.     
Work with FRS to improve Business Continuity
Fire and Rescue Authorities have a statutory duty under the Civil Contingencies Act for
business continuity, NFCC will help standardise these arrangements.
Move to a sustainable business model for NFCC
This will include strengthening the role of NFCC by ensuring it has sustainable
income and resources to ensure it can continue to provide leadership and support
to the sector in future. Much has been achieved in the first year, but for progress to
be maintained, a more sustainable model has to be developed. This priority will be
supported by the CPO.
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06.

Contact
& Further Information
National Fire Chiefs Council
c/o West Midlands Fire Service
99 Vauxhall Road
Birmingham
B7 4HW
      info@nationalfirechiefs.org.uk   
      +44(0) 121 380 7311
      www.nationalfirechiefs.org.uk/
@NFCC_FireChiefs
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